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6. Overview and aims of the research project: 

The MeerKAT array will probe the radio universe at an unprecedented sensitivity and             

with very wide frequency coverage. Its increased sensitivity has to potential to refine our              

understanding of the Universe and the morphology of radio sources in particular.            

However, current CLEAN based imaging techniques are suboptimal in recovering the           

finer details of extended radio sources and may even introduce spurious features which,             

because of the lack of uncertainty information, can’t be distinguished from real ones.  

This project will leverage recent advances in Bayesian imaging and compressive           

sensing techniques to produce high quality continuum images along with uncertainty           

maps that can be used to gain a deeper understanding of what the Universe looks like in                 

radio frequencies. The proposed formalism rephrases imaging in terms of a statistical            

inference problem and uses a mixture of variational inference and sampling techniques            

to extract statistically optimal information from the observed data. The robustness of the             

Bayesian approach has been illustrated with the Resolve package which has recently            

also been incorporated into the DDFacet imager.  

The primary aim of this project would be to investigate the possibility of utilising the               

Bayesian evidence (for example by using the Polychord sampler) in conjunction with            

compressive sensing techniques to derive statistically optimal imaging algorithms. It will           

address questions such as: “What is the optimal dictionary to use for a specific image or                

class of images?”, “Can we let the data tell us what the value of the Lagrange multiplier                 

should be?” and “How real is that feature in the image?”. The secondary aim of this                

project would be to investigate the numerous ways in which these computationally            

expensive algorithms can be used in conjunction with existing techniques to make them             

more practical (e.g. by formulating them purely in the image domain as minor cycle              

algorithms).  
7. Relevance of the research proposed to the priority areas of MeerKAT/SKA: 

This project is relevant to research areas 3, 5, and 7 and should lead to at least one                  

publication which utilises MeerKAT data. The results are directly relevant to all planned             



continuum surveys and the statistical and numerical skills that the student will acquire             

can be of relevance in a far wider context. In particular the inference formalism that will                

be employed has a lot in common with modern machine learning techniques. As such              

the student’s skill set and experience should readily extend to using sophisticated            

machine learning algorithms in the context of radio astronomy and beyond. 
8. Research work breakdown: 

Year 1: 
1) Background study in synthesis imaging, literature review in classical radio           

interferometric imaging and deconvolution techniques, gain familiarity with DDFacet and          

Montblanc. 

2) Research visit to Cambridge Physics department to gain experience with Polychord            

(and related samplers) from the Hobson group. 

3) Implement initial Bayesian compressive sensing algorithm (most likely using          

Polychord and Montblanc). 

4) Attend conferences and present ongoing work 

Year 2: 
5) Validate and optimise algorithm on simulated data 

6) Apply algorithm to existing MeerKAT and JVLA data 

7) Paper describing results written up and submitted 

8) Thesis write-up 
9. Availability of required data / access to required equipment / availability of            

research facilities and other resources required (max 200 words) 
JVLA data for algorithm validation is already in hand. All MeerKAT early science             

(imaging) data can be used for validation. Rhodes has computing equipment to support             

this development. 
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